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Abstract14

Subduction zones megathrust faults constitute a considerable hazard as they produce most15

of the world's largest earthquakes. However, the role in megathrust earthquake genera-16

tion exerted by deeper subduction processes remains poorly understood. Here, we analyze17

the 2003 � 2014 space-time variations of the Earth's gravity gradients derived from three18

datasets of GRACE geoid models over a large region surrounding the rupture zone of19

the Mw 8.8 2010 Maule earthquake. In all these datasets, our analysis reveals a large-20

amplitude gravity gradient signal, progressively increasing in the three months before the21

earthquake, North of the epicentral area. We show that such signals are equivalent to a22

60 km3 water storage decrease over 2 months and cannot be explained by hydrological23

sources nor artefacts, but rather �nd origin from mass redistributions within the solid24

Earth on the continental side of the subduction zone. These gravity gradient variations25
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could be explained by an extensional deformation of the slab around 150-km depth along26

the Nazca Plate subduction direction, associated with large-scale �uid release. Further-27

more, the lateral migration of the gravity signal towards the surface from a low coupling28

segment around −32.5◦ North to the high coupling one in the South suggests that the29

Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake may have originated from the propagation up to the trench of30

this deeper slab deformation. Our results highlight the importance of observations of the31

Earth's time-varying gravity �eld from satellites in order to probe slow mass redistributions32

in-depth major plate boundaries and provide new information on dynamic processes in the33

subduction system, essential to better understand the seismic cycle as a whole.34
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1 Introduction38

The February 27th, 2010, Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake is one of the largest instrumental39

earthquakes instrumentally recorded earthquakes. It nucleated in the central region of the40

historic 1835 Concepcion event (Mw 8.5), matching a zone of high coupling previously41

characterized as a mature seismic gap [41]. This event ruptured a 500-km length segment42

of the interface between the downgoing Nazca and the over-riding South American plates,43

releasing stresses accumulated over more than 175 years since the last Mw 9 earthquakes44

in 1730 and 1751 [48]. It produced up to 7-12 meters of thrust slip in the 24-35km depth45

range. The largest slip (∼ 16m) was found in the northern portion of the ruptured zone,46

where a Mw 7.7 earthquake occurred in 1928 [22] [33].47

48

The slip distribution of the 2010 Maule earthquake has been derived from seismological49

records [22], tsunami data and space geodetic observations [27][11]. While the seismolog-50

ical data are sensitive to the propagation of the rupture during the event, space geodesy51

detects the surface motions o�sets after the rupture and their slow post-seismic variations,52

continuously over years or decades in the case of the GNSS Global Navigation Satellite53

Systems (GNSS). Based on these two types of observations, the earthquake slip distribu-54

tion is however not fully constrained at depth (e.g. [25]) and the post-seismic deformation55

processes remain debated, from localized afterslip in the seismogenic zone to viscous �ow56

in the mantle. Ambiguities result in particular from a limited spatial distribution of the57

ground stations, mostly on land, and an imperfect knowledge of material properties of the58

Earth.59

60

At medium spatial scales, co-seismic and post-seismic mass redistributions have been61

detected by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites. This62

mission measured the space-time variations of the Earth's gravity �eld with a decadal to63

monthly temporal resolution and 250-400km spatial resolution from 2002 to 2017 [47]. As64

for other giant ruptures monitored by GRACE, a co-seismic dipole marked by a predomi-65
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nant gravity decrease on the continental side of the subduction was observed for the Mw 8.866

Maule earthquake [17] [15] [9]. It was followed by shorter and long-term post-seismic long-67

and short-term post-seismic signals featuring a slow gravity increase around the trench68

[46] [8]. The homogeneous spatial coverage of satellite gravity provided key additional69

information in order to constrain the geometric parameters of the ruptured fault and its70

average slip [49] [9] and to discuss the nature of the post-seismic processes [46] [15].71

72

Recently, regional-scale gravity variations have been detected in the GRACE geoids in73

the months before the giant rupture of the March 2011 Mw 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.74

They have been attributed to slab deformation at mid-upper mantle depth, eventually lead-75

ing to the seismic slip as the deeper motion propagated towards the surface [36]. These76

results have been corroborated by independent GNSS data exhibiting regional crustal de-77

formations of a few millimeters from October 2010 to March 2011, which have been related78

to slab extension prior to the earthquake, near 50-100km depth [2]. Thus, geodesy and79

gravity open new ways to analyze the subduction process from depth to surface, including80

the occurrence of giant ruptures. The unique sensitivity of satellite gravity to deeper mass81

redistributions o�ered an information complementary to the surface displacements in order82

to monitor aseismic motions at all depths in the subduction system.83

84

Deciphering these tenuous solid Earth signals in the gravity �eld variations however85

requires to resolve a separation challenge: the GRACE data integrate the total gravity86

change induced by all the mass variations within the near-surface �uid layer and the solid87

Earth. We need to decipher the signals from di�erent sources such as hydrological, atmo-88

spheric and oceanic mass variability or viscoelastic Earth deformation from post-glacial89

rebound [4] [35], predominant in the total gravity signal. This is a major challenge in90

the application of satellite gravity data to track deeper deformations, calling for dedicated91

analysis techniques. To solve this separation challenge, we will analyze horizontal gravity92

gradients rather than the geoid. Indeed, gravity gradients help identify a source from the93

spatial shape of its gravity signal, which is �nely described thanks to the double di�er-94
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entiation of the gravity potential [36]. This way we can unravel smaller signals if their95

geometry di�ers from that of the predominant ones.96

97

Here, we investigate whether anomalous gravity variations preceding the 2010 Maule98

event can be detected in the GRACE data. We consider a broad space-time window around99

the earthquake, from January 2003 to July 2014 in a 90◦×120◦ wide region around Central100

Chile. We �rst analyze di�erent sets of GRACE gravity �eld models to search for abnormal101

signals before the rupture. For that, we enhance small gravity variations using gravita-102

tional gradients reconstructed from GRACE at di�erent spatial scales. Then, we evaluate103

the obtained signals with respect to independent estimations of water storage changes by104

hydrological models and in-situ observations. This analysis allows us to propose and dis-105

cuss a deeper origin inside the solid Earth, involving slab deformations near 150-km depth106

prior to the rupture.107

108

2 Data and methods109

2.1 GRACE geoid models110

To search for gravity signals associated to with the Maule earthquake in the South Amer-111

ican subduction system, we apply a space-time analysis of the time series of the GRACE112

geoid models over the January 2003-September 2014 period. To assess the sensitivity of113

the signals to the North-South oriented striping noise that degrades the GRACE geoids, we114

considered three sets of geoid models obtained by di�erent groups, provided in the form of115

spherical harmonics expansions: the CNES/GRGS Release 3v1 (GRGS) up to degree/order116

80 [24], the ITSG-2016 solution up to degree/order 90 60 [30] and the CSR Release-06117

solution (CSR) up to degree/order 90 60 [42] the CSR Release-06 solution (CSR) up to118

degree/order 60 [42] and the ITSG-2016 solution up to degree/order 60 [30]. For the stud-119

ied area at the beginning of 2010, we indeed found less striping in the North-South gravity120
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gradients in the ITSG-2016 solution as compared to the more recent ITSG-2018 release.121

Due to a di�erent analysis of the GRACE observations, the ITSG-2016 and CSR gravity122

models show a higher level of striping artefacts than the GRGS solution. To minimize123

the striping these artefacts in these last two �elds, we truncated their spherical harmonics124

expansion at the degree and order 40. We have veri�ed that at this 500-km resolution, the125

signal-to-noise ratio remains favourable.126

2.2 Hydrological models and in-situ data127

Separation of solid Earth and hydrological signals is based on both a model-driven and a128

data-driven approaches. We considered an ensemble of four complementary hydrological129

models: 1. GLDAS NOAH 2.1 land surface model [39], 2. WGHM global hydrological130

model [34], 3. ERA5-Land land surface model [10] and 4. the regional MGB model for131

South America [44]. For comparison with the GRACE observations, we reconstructed each132

month the geoid and the gravity gradients predicted by these di�erent models, considering133

the direct newtonian attraction of the water loads and applying a thin layer approximation.134

In speci�c regions, we estimate water storage changes from in-situ observations: river dis-135

charge (Q) provided by the Global Runo� Data Centre (GRDC), precipitation (P) from the136

Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) [43] and actual evapotranspiration (E)137

provided by the Max Planck Institute [21] (see Appendix E for a more detailed description138

of the used datasets).139

To separate solid Earth and hydrological signals, we designed both a model-driven140

and a data-driven approach to de�ne the impact of water redistribution on gravity. We141

considered four complementary hydrological models: 1. The global GLDAS NOAH 2.1142

model (including soil moisture, snow and water stored in the canopy) at 0.25◦ resolution143

[39], 2. the global WGHM model (including soil moisture, snow, groundwater and surface144

water) at 0.5◦ resolution [34], 3. the global ERA5-Land model at 9-km resolution (including145

soil moisture and snow) [10] and 4. the regional MGB model for South America (including146

canopy, soil moisture, ground water and surface water) at 10-km resolution [44]. We147
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reconstructed each month the geoid and the gravity gradients predicted by these di�erent148

models, considering the direct newtonian attraction of the water loads and applying a thin149

layer approximation. Here, the model ensemble is used to better quantify errors arising150

from forcing data, model structure, and model spatial resolution.151

152

In speci�c regions, we complete the model analysis with water storage changes inferred153

from in-situ observations. We considered observations of river discharge (Q), precipitation154

(P) and actual evapotranspiration (E). The precipitation is based on the Global Precipitation155

Climatology Center (GPCC) �Full Data Monthly Version 2020� dataset [43]. The GPCC156

provides gridded gauge-analysis products derived from quality controlled station data,157

at 0.25◦ resolution [40]. The actual evapotranspiration is provided by the Max Planck158

Institute [21]. It is estimated from a data-driven approach, based on a global monitoring159

network, meteorological and remote-sensing observations, and a machine-learning algorithm.160

Finally, we used river discharge data and basin outlines provided by the Global Runo� Data161

Centre (GRDC). The hydrological analysis is performed over 2005-2012 when discharge162

data is available, in order to remove properly annual and semi-annual signals. Furthermore,163

in order to remove the potential impact of systematic bias in the �uxes data (e.g. [26]), a164

linear trend is �tted on water storage changes over the 2005-2012 period.165

166

2.3 Gravity gradients at di�erent spatial scales167

In order To separate signals associated with from mass sources of di�erent sizes, shapes168

or orientations in the GRACE geoids, we reconstruct each month from these geoid mod-169

els the Earth's gravity gradients at di�erent spatial scales, expressed in spherical frames:170

1) the distinction between signals of di�erent sizes is made by a wavelet analysis of the171

GRACE gravity potential [18]; 2) the source geometry is emphasized by computing hor-172

izontal gravity gradients. In cartesian coordinates, these gravity gradients result from a173

double di�erentiation of the wavelet-�ltered gravity potential with respect to the three174
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directions of space [35]; then they are expressed at each point in the local spherical frame175

through appropriate coordinate transformations. As they highlight gravity signals elon-176

gated orthogonal to the di�erentiation direction, the obtained horizontal gradients provide177

us with a detailed description of the geometry of the gravity �eld variations at each spatial178

scale, re�ecting the structure and spatial extent of the sources (Appendix Fig. S1). From179

a general point of view, rotating the spherical frame along the radial axis is well-suited to180

separate gravity variations along the orientation of a subduction zone which could be po-181

tentially related to an earthquake, from water mass redistribution signals following other182

orientations. As both GRACE noise and the South-American subduction zone follow a183

North-South orientation, we average the gradients over a range of orientation (φφ gravity184

gradients from −10 to 10◦ clockwise spherical frame rotations) around the North-South185

direction to increase signal-to-noise ratio, and we used directions close to East-West, or-186

thogonal to the GRACE noise. The same methodology is applied to hydrological models.187

2.4 Piece-wise linear �t of anomalous signals188

We then analyze the time series of gravity gradients at the di�erent scales and in the dif-189

ferent orientations, in order to search for anomalously large gravity variations before the190

Maule earthquake and compare them with the consecutive co-seismic signals. We �rst esti-191

mate and remove from the time series annual and semi-annual sinusoidal terms accounting192

for the seasonal variability and a long-term trend, all estimated over the 2003/01-2008/12193

period to limit the potential impact of a precursor, and apply the correction to the whole194

time series. Then, we analyze the residual time series g(t) as follows:195

196

• We perform a piece-wise linear �t [36] of the time series g(t) with a free jump in March197

2010, which is the �rst month actually recording the co-seismic step in the GRACE data198

(Appendix Fig. S2). For that, we decompose the time series of gravity gradients into four199

consecutive segments separated by a free step in March 2010: [January 2003 - t1], [t1 -200

February 2010], [March 2010 - t2] and [t2 - September 2014] with t1 = July 2009 and t2 =201
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March 2011. The �rst interval is the reference before the earthquake. The second interval202

represents the variations in the months preceding the earthquake, potentially including a203

fast pre-seismic signal. It is �xed to 8 months as a compromise between a too short interval204

(for which the trend estimate would be very sensitive to noise) and a too long one (for205

which the meaning of a sudden pre-seismic gravity variation would be lost). Actually, our206

conclusions do not change when we vary the length of this interval between 1 and 8 months.207

The free jump in March 2010 highlights the co-seismic signal. For the two last intervals,208

we take t2 equal to March 2011. This way, we account for variations of the post-seismic209

gravity signals between the �rst year and the rest of the time series.210

211

• Anomalous variations before the earthquake are identi�ed by the combination of 1. a212

large trend (>0.1 mEötvös) over the 8 months interval preceding the rupture in the piece-213

wise linear �t, together with 2. an abnormal gravity gradient signal in the month before214

the earthquake (February 2010), marked by a very low probability of occurrence in the ob-215

servations (≥ 5σ, i.e. probability below 2.5 10−6%). To detect these abnormal variations216

in the monthly gravity gradients, we assume that the time series of residuals g(t) follow a217

Gaussian distribution and calculate its parameters, at each spatial grid point, over the ref-218

erence period 2003/01-2008/12. This way we detect anomalous signals before the rupture,219

both in the February 2010 monthly snapshot and at a timescale of a few months, without220

making any hypothesis on the behaviour of the rest of the time series after February 2010221

(such as the occurrence of a co-seismic variation). This approach allows us to detect a large222

and monotonous variation progressively realized over a few months, which culminates in223

highly abnormal values at the end of the considered period.224

225

• We search for the co-seismic signal, identi�ed by the combination of 1. a large jump226

in March 2010 in the piece-wise linear �t, together with 2. an abnormal gravity gradient227

signal in March 2010 (probability below 2.5 10−6 %), and 3. a shift in the distribution of228

the residual time series g(t) after the earthquake as compared to the years before, indi-229

cating some degree of persistence over time of the co-seismic jump (�step-like� temporal230
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variation). This last criterium is simply implemented by a threshold in the amplitude of a231

Heaviside function centered at the time of the earthquake.232

233

This method enables us to make a clear distinction between fast variations right before the234

rupture and the co-seismic variation itself. The co-seismic amplitude is given by the jump235

in the piece-wise linear �t, while the linear trends after the rupture can approximate faster236

and slower post-seismic signals. Over these relatively short post-seismic time intervals,237

exponential and logarithmic behaviors, as may be expected in the presence of afterslip or238

visco-elastic deformations, can be approximated by linear evolution [19]. Fitting the post-239

seismic behavior is required to better estimate the pre- and co-seismic signals but remains240

beyond the scope of the paper.241

3 Results242

3.1 Slow to fast gravity jumps near the epicenter243

We present here the results obtained for an analysis scale of 800-km, commensurate with244

the rupture length. At larger spatial scales, the earthquake signals progressively decay as245

the scales become too large as compared to the spatial extent of the signal. The smallest246

spatial scale that can be reached (500-km) given the resolution of the GRACE geoids is247

presented in the Section 4.2.1.248

249

Around the epicenter, the two-lobe gravity signal con�rms the impact of the co-seismic250

jump during the month of March 2010 (Fig. 1b, zoomed in Fig. 1d) that was observed251

in previous studies. It comprises a negative gravity gradient anomaly over the ocean and252

a positive one over the continent with amplitudes up to 0.19 mEötvös, persistent in the253

consecutive years. For comparison, the co-seismic gravity gradient signature of the 2011254

Tohoku earthquake is twice larger at this spatial scale. Furthermore, we �nd that this255

co-seismic variation is preceeded by an anomalously large gravity gradient increase in the256
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months before the rupture, located North of the epicentral area (Fig. 1a, zoomed in Fig.257

1c)(Fig. 1a,c). It stands out as the most abnormal signal over the entire South American258

continent, manifested by the most widespread February 2010 anomaly. This signal exceeds259

the 5σ level of the long-term distribution, after a large increase over 8 months. Thus,260

among all the medium-scale gravity variations in the months before the earthquake, the261

largest one is the closest to the epicenter. It is also detected in the wavelet-�ltered geoid,262

although less well separated from neighbouring hydrological sources (Appendix B).263

264

These variations are re�ected in time series of the gravity gradients at di�erent locations265

within these signals (Fig. 1e). For points near the maximum of the co-seismic anomaly266

below the latitude −34◦N, a large and sudden jump is observed between February and267

March 2010, starting from a high value in the time series in February. As we move towards268

the North (above latitude −34◦N), away from the epicenter, the co-seismic jump decreases269

while an anomalously large positive trend is observed in the preceding months, leading to270

a slow jump in the time-series. Because of this gradual increase, ending up with two highly271

anomalous values in January and February 2010, we infer a duration of the signal of at272

least 2 months. At the monthly resolution of the used GRACE data, and in the presence of273

hydrological contributions, it remains di�cult to point out the exact starting time of this274

signal, which might be earlier in 2009, and whether it develops continuously or through275

pulses at submonthly timescales.276

277

We have assessed the sensitivity of the February 2010 GRACE monthly geoid to the co-278

seismic mass redistributions. The Maule earthquake took place at 6 : 30 UTC on February279

27, 2010. When cCounting the number of February 2010 orbits in a 20◦ vicinity of the280

epicenter, we �nd less than 5% of the monthly orbits in the time interval after the rupture.281

This con�rms that the February 2010 signal North of the epicenter is not signi�cantly282

impacted by the co-seismic signal, and that the latter which is �rst recorded in the March283

2010 geoid.284
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3.2 Singularity of the gravity gradient signal before the rupture285

We have investigated the unique character in space and time of the gravity gradient increase286

before the earthquake. The spatial unicity over the South American continent is illustrated287

from Fig.ure 1a, where the signal near Maule appears as the largest one. The unicity of288

this signal in time can be directly observed from the time series in Fig.ure 1e. These time289

series show that, in the considered region near the Maule 2010 epicentral area, a signal290

of a comparable amplitude had not been recorded before, nor in the consecutive years291

(note that the annual cycle correction may degrade in the end of the time series). This is292

con�rmed when repeating the same time series analysis as described above, for hypothetic293

earthquake times te spanning the [March 2004 - March 2010] interval with a monthly time294

step. Appendix Fig.ure S4 shows the obtained anomalous signals cumulated over the [te295

- 9 months to te - 1 month] intervals: there is no equivalent to the July 2009 - February296

2010 gravity gradient signal over the whole period and the whole continent.297

3.3 Investigation of other GRACE gravity solutions298

To assess the robustness of the signals before the rupture, we tested whether they could299

also be found in two other sets of GRACE geoid models, the CSR06 and the ITSG-2016300

solutions , in addition to the GRGS solution. For that, we extracted their common space-301

time patterns of variability using a Singular Value Decomposition between pairs of models302

(expressed in terms of gravity gradients): 1. GRGS03 versus CSR06 and 2. GRGS03 ver-303

sus ITSG-2016. We found a highly coupled behaviour of each pair of solutions, featuring304

a slow jump initiated a few months before the earthquake in the region of the pre- and305

co-seismic signals, in both the North-South and the East-West directions (Appendix Fig.306

D.2) (Appendix D.2, Appendix Fig. S5). As each individual solution, the average of these307

three datasets shows the same behaviour (Fig. 2a-d). It is illustrated by the following308

analysis allowing us to identify a slow jump near March 2010 completed to a large extent309

in February 2010. As the CSR and ITSG-2016 solutions show more a higher level of strip-310

ing noise than the GRGS one, we use a more constrained time evolution model, with less311
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degrees of freedom than done for GRGS in the previous section. For that, in each set of312

GRACE solution as well as and in their average, we estimated a Heaviside step function in313

March 2010. This estimate is not very sensitive to the exact timing of the step, due to the314

length of the time series: it will not distinguish between steps completed in February or in315

March. We de�ne anomalous signals in February 2010 such that their amplitude exceeds316

50 % of the estimated step, and their probability of occurrence is low (assuming a Gaussian317

distribution of the monthly gravity gradient values, as done before).318

319

Fig.ure 2 presents the results obtained for each of the three gravity gradient solu-320

tions used in this study for one direction (North-South) (in the North-South direction)321

and for their average for two ranges of orientations (North-South and East-West) (in the322

North-South and East-West orientations). A good agreement is found between the three323

solutions: the North-South oriented gravity gradient exhibits an anomalous increase be-324

fore the earthquake in the same area for each individual solution and their average (Fig.325

2a-d). The above discussed temporal pattern of a slow jump in the gravity gradients is326

detected in both North-South and East-West directions (Fig. 2f-g). It is associated with327

a well-resolved spatial pattern in the same area for both orientations, pointing to anoma-328

lously large signals during that month (Fig. 2d-e). This behaviour appears unique over329

all South America (Fig. 2a-c). Finally, we have also We �nally investigated anomalously330

large signals in February 2010 without any constraint on a step-like evolution of the time331

series. A few other signals are detected in the CSR and ITSG-2016 solutions, in addition to332

the gravity gradient increase before the Maule earthquake (Appendix Fig. S11). However,333

the singularity speci�city of the February 2010 signal in the region of Maule is further334

evidenced from comparisons with hydrological models and in-situ data.335
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4 Sources of the gravity signal before the earthquake336

4.1 Inaccuracies in the GRACE data processing337

We have investigated whether the gravity signal before the Maule earthquake could result338

from inaccuracies in the data analysis: (1) striping artefacts, (2) errors in the atmospheric339

dealiasing model, or (3) over or under-correction of the seasonal cycle. First, we estimated340

empirically the level of striping errors in the monthly horizontal gravity gradients from341

2003 to 2014, for the 500-1000km spatial scales. For that, we computed each month the342

rms of the gravity gradients over a wide oceanic area centered at the latitude of the Maule343

earthquake epicenter. We conclude that the February 2010 anomalous gravity gradient344

variations exceed the noise by a factor 4 to 8 depending on the spatial scale. Looking345

then at the atmospheric dealiasing model of the GRGS geoids, based on the ECMWF346

ERA-Interim reanalysis [10], we �nd that, in the region of Maule, the amplitude of the347

February 2010 non-seasonal atmospheric signal is hundred times smaller than the GRACE-348

observed anomaly before the rupture. This re�ects the fact that the modelled atmospheric349

contribution is almost purely seasonal in the studied area. We �nally investigated whether350

the gravity signal before the earthquake could result from an over- or under-correction of351

the seasonal cycle in the GRACE data or in the atmospheric model. We �rst remark that352

an error in a periodic correction should appear as a periodic residual in the time series. Such353

behaviour is absent from the gravity gradient time series shown in Fig. 1e until 2011 at354

least. Comparing the amplitude of the GRACE pre-seismic signal with that of the seasonal355

cycles �tted in the GRACE data or in the modelled atmospheric contribution at the same356

location (north of the epicenter) north of the epicenter, we notice that the February 2010357

anomalous GRACE gravity gradient signal is at least two times larger than the amplitude358

of the GRACE seasonal cycle and ten times larger than that of the atmospheric model359

there. Thus, neither the striping artefacts nor the atmospheric or seasonal corrections can360

explain the observed variations.361
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4.2 Hydrological signals from global and regional models362

4.2.1 Predicted signals in the vicinity of the epicentral area363

Most of the gravity signal recorded by GRACE comes from continental water mass redis-364

tribution, so we investigated a possible hydrological source to the gravity gradient increase365

before the earthquake. Note that the GIA gravity gradient signal from the Patagonian Ice366

Field does not a�ect our results due to di�erent timescale, and even more so as we have367

removed a long-term trend from the data. The horizontal gravity gradients increase cor-368

responds to mass decrease, hence a drying signal. We �rst compare the GRACE anomaly369

with the predictions of the hydrological models presented in the Section 2.2.370

371

In addition to the scale 800-km, we present here the results at the 500-km scale. As372

shown in Fig. 3, this 500-km scale gives access to �ner details including large hydrological373

signals that might be not resolved at the 800-km scale (Fig. 3c,e). This higher resolution is374

interesting because it provides a better spatial separation between sources in the Andean375

Cordillera and those in the watersheds of Argentina, especially the major La Plata basin376

(hydrological context map Appendix Fig. S7). This smaller spatial scale is closer to the377

characteristic scale of some drainage basins in the region than the scale 800-km ; at the378

same time it brings other challenges as we notice a higher number of anomalous signals379

in the GRACE gravity gradients. They include a large negative anomaly in the La Plata380

basin (labelled 3 in Fig. 3c), and a positive anomaly around the point (294.5◦E ; −31◦N),381

labelled 2 in Fig. 3c. This positive signal is located at the North-East of the 800-km scale382

GRACE anomaly before the earthquake, which integrates the 500-km scale anomalies 1383

and 2 (Fig. 3e).384

385

We �rst compare the time evolution of the GRACE-observed signal with that predicted386

from the hydrological models at locations spanning the corresponding area. Fig. 3a shows387

that GRACE and the models are coherent in the North-Eastern lobe (anomaly 2). In388

the southern lobe closer to the epicenter (anomaly 1, especially between latitudes −33◦N389
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and −34.5◦N), GRACE and the models agree from 2004 to the end of 2009 but this390

consistency degrades starting from January 2010, after �ve years of low variability. At391

the beginning of 2010, the GRACE time series indeed exhibit a fast and large increase392

whereas the hydrological signals remain in the continuity of the previous years. Thus, the393

North-Eastern component of the GRACE signal (anomaly 2) is probably impacted by a394

hydrological contribution near the western end of the Plata basin, a temperate climate area395

(Fig. 3d, Appendix Fig. S8), while the South-Eastern component of the signal (anomaly396

1) remains anomalous with respect to the hydrological models. Interestingly, it is located397

in an arid zone, as discussed later in this work.398

4.2.2 Spatial patterns of the modelled hydrological signals399

These di�erences are con�rmed when investigating the localization of the hydrological400

signals. Because the GRACE signal is probably not related to a variation in the seasonal401

cycle, we investigate the spatial patterns of the residual non-seasonal variability. During402

the 6 months period before March 2010 (September 2009 - February 2010) as well as in the403

7 years before, the GLDAS, WGHM and MGB models do not predict any non-seasonal404

500-km scale signal in the region of the GRACE anomaly 1, in both North-South and East-405

West directions (Appendix Fig. S8, S9). The hydrological signals are indeed controlled406

by the topographic reliefs of the Andes and the Chilean Coast Range, which localizes the407

rainfalls in a thin North-South elongated band on the Western �ank of the mountains in408

Southern Chile, mostly south of the considered area. In contrast, the GRACE anomaly409

2 is likely a�ected by a non-seasonal hydrological contribution from the western part of410

the La Plata basin. When comparing the hydrological models, we found a disagreement411

of ERA5-Land with the other models. This is mostly due to di�erences in the seasonal412

cycle predicted by this model, leading to residual annual signals in the region of Maule413

(Appendix Fig. S10), unobserved by GRACE.414
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4.2.3 Comparison of di�erent hydrological basins415

In a last comparison, we estimated the GRACE anomalous signals in February 2010 in416

all the investigated gravity �eld solutions (GRGS, CSR and ITSG-2016)the GRGS, CSR417

and ITSG gravity �eld solutions without any hypothesis on a step-like evolution of the418

time series in March 2010. With a lower level of abnormality of the February 2010 signal419

than in Fig. 1, we detect anomalous gravity gradient variations also over the Orenoco,420

Chaco and La Plata basins (Appendix Fig. S7, S11). These anomalous gravity gradient421

variations are probably related to the 2009-2010 El Niño event, which resulted in large422

mass redistributions associated with droughts in the Amazon basin and �oods in the La423

Plata basin. We notice that the GRACE signals agree well with the predictions of the424

hydrological models in all the drainage basins, except for the anomaly located north of the425

epicenter of the Maule earthquake (Appendix Fig. S11). There, El Niño brings increased426

precipitations in winter (from June to December), and has no direct impact on the summer427

rainfalls [7]. Thus, it seems hardly consistent with the GRACE mass variations in this area,428

contrary to the other basins.429

4.3 In situ observations430

As a complement to the hydrological models, we investigated in-situ observations of hori-431

zontal and vertical water �uxes (river discharges, precipitations and evapo-transpiration).432

433

The GRACE signal is located in the region of Mendoza in Argentina, considered arid434

with its 150 to 300 mm of annual rainfall (Fig. 4a), and part of the so-called Arid Diagonal435

of South America. Most of the water in the watersheds comes from the annual melting of436

snow and ice and is transported from the mountain by the rivers ; it is collected through437

arti�cial dams by the regional population, organized in three oases. Therefore, the rivers438

discharge upstream of the dams is representative of the water in�ux in the zone and appears439

signi�cantly correlated with the regional snow accumulation at inter-annual timescales [29].440

Fig. 4b-f shows the variations of discharge at �ve stations upstream of the dams in the441
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Central Andes over the 2000-2017 period. First, we notice that the annual discharge shows442

a large decrease starting at the end of 2010. This decrease coincides with the beginning443

of a mega-drought in Central Chile, manifested as a sequence of dry years with reduced444

annual precipitations [14]. However, Fig. 4 also shows that the e�ect of this mega-drought445

on the river �ows is still limited in February 2010; it starts later that year, together with a446

strong 2010/2011 La Nina episode initiated in June [14]. Thus, this mega-drought cannot447

explain the GRACE mass decrease signal observed �ve months before, in February 2010.448

449

Second, we compared the mass anomaly explaining the GRACE signal before the earth-450

quake with the water storage variation corresponding to these discharge data. Here we451

neglect the impact of the vertical water �uxes, which is consistent with an in�ux of water452

mostly from snow and ice melting in this region. The 0.18 mEötvös (resp. 0.19 mEötvös)453

amplitude of the GRACE signal at the 800-km scale (resp. 500-km scale) can be mod-454

elled by a water mass source of width 4500-km, length 500-km and thickness 300 mm455

EWH (Equivalent Water Height). It corresponds to ∼ 60 km3 of water storage decrease456

between the beginning of January 2010 and the end of February 2010, or a discharge of457

30 km3.month−1 during two months. Distributing this mass transport over the four ma-458

jor rivers of the region (Mendoza, Desaguadero, Tunuyan and San Juan) still leads to a459

7.5 km3.month−1 �ow. This is �fteen times more than the largest monthly �ow recorded460

in the region for the period 2000-2017 (0.5 km3.month−1 for the Mendoza river in 2006,461

Fig. 4c), and still much larger than the maximum historical discharge of 1 km3.month−1,462

recorded in 1987 [32].463

464

To complete our analysis of the hydrological sources in this region, we carried out a more465

precise estimation of the water storage variations of the four watersheds intersecting the466

GRACE anomaly, for comparison with the GRACE-observed mass transport in February467

2010. For that, we estimate the water storage change (S-S0) at basin scale from in-situ468

observations of �uxes, namely precipitation grids (P), actual evapotranspiration (E) grids469

and river speci�c discharge (Q). These variables are related via the mass balance equation470
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dS
dt

= P −E−Q, which is integrated to derive storage variations per unit surface S−S0 =471 ∫
∆Sdt, in mm EWH in each basin, which is transformed in volume in km3 by multiplying472

by the basin area. In the above equation, the river discharge (Q) de�nes the basin response473

to the e�ective rainfall (P-E). Here, the river discharge stations are located downstream474

of each basin on which we apply the mass balance equation. As shown in Fig. 5, the475

obtained water storage variations amount to ∼ 1.2 km3 over two months between January476

and February 2010. This value is far smaller than the dozen of km3 of water needed to477

explain the GRACE signal. Thus, the observed gravity gradient anomaly is not likely to478

be explained by a water source in this regional context.479

5 Implications for deep Earth pre-seismic processes480

The above analysis supports a solid Earth origin of this gravity gradient signal, involving481

mass decrease at depth. Here, we discuss its possible origin in the context of the South482

American subduction.483

484

Multiple lines of evidence indicate that a regional change in stress state inside the crust485

along the South Chile subduction zone occurred prior to the megathrust earthquake, in486

relation with deeper slab motions. Bouchon et al [5] report a pre-earthquake seismic ac-487

tivity which began in early January 2010. This activity was characterized by an initial488

burst of seismic activity at depth followed by shallow foreshocks. In the USGS catalog, a489

large (Mw 5.8) intermediate-depth earthquake (depth ∼150-km) occurred on 12 February490

2010 in the region where the pre-seismic gravimetric signal is reported, suggesting that the491

change in stress state a�ected a very wide area around the epicenter region. Large-scale492

anomalous GNSS displacements were detected four months before the main event over the493

whole South Chile subduction zone, corroborating such a hypothesis [2]. The spatial and494

temporal correlation between the shallow and the deep seismicity activities, the extensional495

mechanism of the deep shocks and the trenchward motion of 4-8 millimeters lead the au-496

thors of these previous studies to the same conclusion. Bouchon et al. [5] and Bedford497
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et al. [2] propose that these observations are related to a sudden increase of slab pull at498

depth interacting with shallow slow slip further updip.499

500

All these observations support an extensional deformation of the slab along its sub-501

duction direction. Also observed in the case of the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake [36], such502

deformation is consistent with our GRACE pre-seismic mass decrease signal. To evaluate503

its magnitude, we modeled a pre-seismic intra-slab extension using a model of quasi-static504

normal faulting in a vertically strati�ed elastic medium. We found that the observations505

can be explained by 1.5 m of slip along a 45◦ dipping, North-South striking plane of width506

100-km and length 500-km, located between the depths 115 and 185-km (Fig. 6). This507

corresponds to a Mw 8.2 event over a few months. As in the case of the Tohoku-oki earth-508

quake, where a precursor signal equivalent to a Mw 8.4 rupture was detected [36], the509

magnitude of the pre-seismic event is smaller than that of the consecutive co-seismic rup-510

ture and its spatial extent is commensurate with the length of the co-seismically ruptured511

area. This corresponds to a smaller amount of deep deformation distributed over a wider512

zone around 250-km depth before the Tohoku-oki 2011 earthquake, and a larger but more513

localized deformation around 150-km depth before the 2010 Maule earthquake.514

515

Interestingly, for both Maule and Tohoku, this pre-seismic gravity signal occurs in a516

region where the geometry of the subduction changes. The Tohoku pre-seismic signal co-517

incides with a change in the strike of the subduction, in the vicinity of a triple junction. In518

the case of Maule, the gravity pattern before the rupture is located ∼ 400-km North-East519

of the epicenter, in a transition section where the dip of the subducted Nazca plate changes520

sharply. North of −33◦N, the Nazca plate remains sub-horizontal at about 100-km depth521

for several hundred kilometers, before dropping steeply into the mantle. South of −33◦N,522

the slab plunges continuously at an angle of 25◦ [6] [38]. This change of dip is associated523

with a slab hole at ∼ 200 − 300km depth, at the latitudes of the February 2010 GRACE524

signal [28] [38]; mantle �ow through this opening at depth in the �at slab is suggested525

from seismic tomography. The rapid change of slab geometry causes an increase of the526
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slab stresses, due to localized lateral deformations[1]. In addition, mantle �ow beneath the527

�at slab and through the slab hole [28] [13] may contribute to entrain the motion of the528

subducted plate towards the depth.529

530

The spatial and temporal synchronization observed between the pre-seismic gravity531

signal with the megathrust earthquake suggests that these two events are linked. We532

thus propose that, between the end of 2009 and March 2010, the deep pre-seismic slab533

deformation migrated both upwards to the surface and laterally along the slab. From534

the pre-seismic to the co-seismic phase, the gravity gradient signal indeed shifts from the535

North/East (around the point 292◦E;−32.5◦N, corresponding to a 150-km depth for the536

top of the slab) to the South/West (around the point 290◦E;−36◦N). This lateral mi-537

gration towards the surface is reminiscent of the variations of coupling of the subduction538

interface, at the shallower depths. The pre-seismic extension is indeed located downdip a539

transition area between a low coupling segment in the North and a high coupling one in the540

South [31], and the motion propagates towards the more coupled zone in the South, where541

the rupture occurred [31] in the historical seismic gap of central Chile [48]. Comparing our542

co-seismic gravity gradient signal with that predicted from a geodesy-based co-seismic slip543

distribution model [27], we found a reasonable agreement between the GRACE-derived544

co-seismic anomaly and the modelled one (Appendix Fig. S12).545

546

Finally, the existence of a gravity gradient signal without large surface displacements547

had been noticed for both the pre- and co-seismic signals of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake,548

and is again observed in the case of the Maule earthquake. In the Maule pre-seismic549

phase, the slab deformation estimated above should have generated centimetric surface550

displacements, which is one order of magnitude greater than the displacements highlighted551

by Bedford et al.[2]. Even if the spatial coverage of the GNSS network is very sparse in552

this region far of the trench, it is unlikely that such ground surface displacement remains553

undetected. Considering other processes that may have contributed to the observed pre-554

seismic gravity variation, we have investigated the e�ect of transient �uid release related555
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to oceanic plate dehydration. Upon subduction, hydrous minerals release water from the556

slab over a range of depths [12] [37] [45] [20]; the mechanisms, dimensions and timescales557

of �uid �ow within the subduction zone are not well understood. Dehydration �uid is558

generally considered as a continuous process occurring on a time scale of 105 − 106 years559

[12] [20]; however, it has been suggested that channelized �uid �ows are highly localized,560

accumulating and releasing high �uid volumes within short time interval (1-4 months) [20]561

[37] [45]. The increasing slab pull force accommodated by extensional cracks and motion562

along normal faults may have promoted the creation of �uid pathways, improving the563

drainage of the subducting plate. Even if the mechanisms of large-scale �uid release from564

the slab at depth remain unclear, a simple model based on a slight change of the porosity565

(10−5 − 10−6 of relative volume variation) of the slab segment in extension at depth is able566

to fully or partially explain the the observed gravity gradient signal. We have modelled567

the gravimetric signal caused by a �uid in�ltration in the cracks generated by a deep568

extension, i.e. a density variation of ρfluids − ρrocks = −2400kg.m3 over a volume of width569

200-km, length 500-km and thickness 80-km, with a porosity δV
V

= 5 10−6, located around570

150-km depth. According to this model, the �uid-related mass transfer at depth induced a571

widespread gravity variation (Fig. 6e-f), able to explain the observed gravity gradient signal572

(Fig. 6a-b). We thus hypothesize that the absence of large surface displacements could573

be related to a signi�cant contribution to the observed gravity signal of such deeper mass574

redistributions associated with �uid migration, accompanying the extensional deformation575

of the slab.576
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Conclusion577

From a dedicated analysis of time series of GRACE-derived gravity gradients, we have578

detected an anomalously large gravity gradient increase in the months before the Mw 8.8579

2010 Maule earthquake, in the north of the epicentral area, most likely caused by mass580

redistributions at depth within the solid Earth on the continental side of the subduction.581

This gravity signal prior to the rupture can be explained by a deep extensional deformation582

of the slab along the subduction direction, equivalent to a Mw 8.2 normal faulting event.583

This event is commensurate with the precursor signal detected before the Tohoku-Oki584

earthquake [36], and also located in a region of changes in the geometry of the subducted585

slab. In the case of 2010 Maule earthquake, the pre-seismic mass decrease signal highlights586

a larger amount of mass anomaly distributed over a more localized zone with a length com-587

mensurate to that of the co-seismically ruptured area. We notice that the modelled Maule588

pre-seismic normal faulting event should have generated centimetric surface displacements,589

which have not been observed by GNSS [2]. This leads us to propose that part of this grav-590

ity signal could re�ect deep mass redistributions from large-scale �uid release promoted by591

extensional cracks and normal faults in the subducted slab - even if it remains di�cult to592

decipher without ambiguity the physical processes at the origin of the gravity variations593

observed prior these two earthquakes. Nevertheless, the existence of these interactions be-594

tween slow mass variations at depth detected by GRACE and interplate seismicity, opens595

a new �eld of research to better characterize and understand the dynamics of the seismic596

cycle at megathrusts. Observing again such interactions for large earthquakes in the future597

could lead to a paradigm shift in the study of the seismic cycle, which is today essentially598

based on the distribution of the recurrence times of large earthquakes for the estimation599

of the seismic hazard.600
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Figure 1: Pre-seismic and co-seismic gravity gradient signals for the Maule earthquake. All panels
show the 800-km scale, φφ GRGS gravity gradients, stacked for −10 to 10◦ clockwise spherical
frame rotations. Panels a and c: cumulated variation over the [July 2009 � February 2010] interval
with an absolute amplitude above 0.07 mEötvös, also shown in black contours in the map d. Panels
b and d: March 2010 co-seismic variations. Red star: Maule earthquake epicenter; orange lines:
plate boundaries [3]; violet lines: Paci�c slab isodepth contours every 100-km [16]; brown lines:
3000 m topographic contours. Tectonic plates: NA = Nazca, SA = South-America, Red arrow =
sudbuction direction. Panel e: time series of the gravity gradients after removing the annual and
semi-annual cycles and a trend, at locations spanning the pre- and co-seismic anomalies, shown as
black dots in the maps c and d. Blue dot in the time series: January 2010 ; green dot: February
2010 ; pink dot: March 2010.
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Figure 2: Anomalous gravity gradient signals before the Maule earthquake from the GRGS, CSR
and ITSG-2016 gravity solutions and the average of the three solutions. Panels a-d and f : 800-km
scale φφ gravity gradients in the local spherical frame, emphasizing North-South oriented signals.
Panels e and g: 800-km scale θθ gravity gradients in the local spherical frame, emphasizing East-
West oriented signals. Top panels: maps for each individual solution. Bottom line panels: maps
and time series for the average of the three solutions. Panels a-e: Maps of anomalous gravity
gradient signals in February 2010 (with a probability below 0.25% for ITSG-2016 , below 1% for
CSR, below 2.5 10−5% for GRGS and below 0.01% for the average), persistent in time after March
2010 (see text). Panels f, g: time series of the gravity gradients at locations across the GRACE
positive anomaly in February 2010, indicated by the black dots on the maps d, e respectively.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the GRACE GRGS gravity gradient signals with those predicted from
four hydrological models in the region of Maule at two spatial scales. Panels a,c and d: scale
500-km, φφ gradients in the local spherical frame. Panels b and e: scale 800-km, same gradients.
Panels a (resp. b): time series at points across the GRACE GRGS positive anomaly before the
earthquake, marked in black dots in the map c (resp. e). GRGS time series in black ; time series
from the hydrological models in colors as referred in the zoomed panel a. The gravity gradients
from the ERA5-Land hydrology model have been scaled by a factor 0.5 for consistency with
the other hydrological models (Appendix S10). Panels c: Map of the GRACE GRGS anomalous
signals before the earthquake. This map is derived from the same analysis as in Fig. 1a, considering
a lower level of abnormality of the February 2010 signals (outside the 0.02 - 99.98 percentile range
of the long-term distribution). Panel e: same as Fig. 1c. Panel d: Spatial patterns of the non-
seasonal signals in the gravity gradients from the WGHM hydrological model, as expressed by
the RMS of the 2009/09 � 2010/02 time series after subtraction of the annual, semi-annual and
long-term trend components. For panels d and e, black lines are the contours of the positive
GRACE GRGS anomaly shown in panel c.
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Figure 4: Panel a: map of the di�erent climate zones of South America as re�ected by the annual
amount of precipitations [23], from arid/semi-arid to humid, superimposed with the contours of
the GRACE pre-seismic signal of Fig. 1a (black lines). Panels b-f: monthly river discharge at
hydrometric stations in the vicinity of the GRACE pre-seismic signal and upstream of the dams
(black dots in the zoomed map of panel a), re�ecting the annual supply of water in this arid region
by snow and ice melting in the Andean Cordillera. Red dashed line: February 2010.
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Figure 5: Estimated water storage variations of the Desaguadero, San Juan, Mendoza and
Tunuyan basins in the region of Maule. Panel a: mass changes over the basins from the be-
ginning of January to the end of February 2010, superimposed with the contour of the GRACE
pre-seismic signal of Fig. 1a (black line). Panels b-e: time series of the water storage variations
for each basin, before and after removing a seasonal cycle.
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Figure 6: Comparison between the GRGS GRACE-observed (panels a-b) and the modeled (panels
c-f) pre-seismic signals for the scale 800-km. Top panels: φφ gravity gradients, stacked for −10 to
10◦ clockwise spherical frame rotations ; Bottom panels: θθ gravity gradients for a 10◦ clockwise
spherical frame rotation. Panel a: same as Fig.1c. The black lines depict the 0.10 mEötvös
contours of the February 2010 gravity gradients. Panel b: same as Fig.1c for the considered θθ
gravity gradients. Panels c-d: gravity gradient signals predicted from a model of quasi-static
normal faulting in a vertically strati�ed elastic medium (see text). The violet lines are the slab
isodepth contours every 100km [16]. Panels e-f: gravity gradient signals predicted from a model
of density variations due to �uid in�ltrations over a volume of 500×500×80-km at 150-km depth
with porosity δV

V = 5 10−6 (see text).
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Appendix798

A Gravity gradients at di�erent spatial scales799

Figure S1: From the geoid to the multi-scale gravity gradients. Panel a: February 2010 geoid
map (GRGS gravity solution). Panel b: wavelet analysis of the geoid map shown in Panel a, at
di�erent spatial scales (500, 1000 and 1500-km). Panel c: second-order gradients of the 800-km
scale wavelet-�ltered geopotential. In the spherical approximation, the geopotential is proportional
to the geoid. Left (resp. right) panel: φφ (resp. θθ) gravity gradients in the local south-east-up
spherical frame.
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Figure S2: Piece-wise linear �t of the time series of the GRGS gravity gradients (800-km scale, φφ
gravity gradients in the local south-east-up spherical frame, averaged for −10◦ to 10◦ clockwise
frame rotations around the radial axis). Panel a-b: maps of the monthly gravity gradients in
February and March 2010. Panel c: time series at the location marked by a black dot in the Panels
a-b (thin grey line) and their piece-wise linear model (thick black line). Panel e d: cumulated
variation over the [July 2009 - February 2010] interval, associated with abnormally large signals
in February 2010 (probability below 2.5 10−4%) with an amplitude threshold of 0.1 mEötvös on
the eight months trend. Panel d e: March 2010 co-seismic signal, associated with abnormally
large signals in March 2010 (probability below 2.5 10−4%). Here, the level of abnormality of the
February and March 2010 signals is lower than in Main Fig. 1.
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B Wavelet �ltering of the geoid800

Figure S3: Comparison between the total geoid, the wavelet-�ltered geoid and the multi-scale
gravity gradients in February 2010 (GRGS gravity solution). Panel a: February 2010 geoid
anomaly map. Panel b: 500-km scale wavelet analysis of the geoid, using the same wavelets as
for the computation of the multi-scale gravity gradients. Panels c (resp. d): 500-km scale (resp.
800-km scale) φφ gravity gradients in the local South-East-Up spherical frame, emphasizing North-
South oriented signals in February 2010. Panel e (resp. f): time serie at the location indicated by
the white (resp. black) dot on the maps b (resp. d).

Fig. S3 compares the February 2010 signals in the studied region, as obtained from the801

total geoid, from the wavelet-�ltered geoid and from the horizontal φφ gravity gradients.802

The contribution of the major hydrological sources from the La Plata basin predominates803

in the total geoid (Fig. S3a), partially masking the Maule pre-seismic signal. This smaller804

signal is emphasized in a high-resolution wavelet �ltering of the geoid (Fig. S3b) and can805

be detected in the corresponding time series (Fig. S3e). However, it is not well separated806

from the nearby La Plata anomaly, which still perturbs the amplitude of the 500-km scale807

geoid signal in the region of the pre-seismic anomaly. The horizontal gravity gradients808

perform a better separation of these two signals, as shown by the comparison of the panel809

b with the panels c and d, where the amplitude of the La Plata anomaly has considerably810
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decreased and that of the Maule pre-seismic signal starts to predominate. Indeed, the La811

Plata signal has a strong East-West component, which is �ltered out in the North-South812

oriented gravity gradients.813
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C Temporal unicity of the GRGS pre-seismic signal814

Figure S4: Time series of anomalous gravity gradient signals over South America obtained by
applying the same analysis as in Fig. 1a, for hypothetical earthquake times te spanning the
[January 2003 � March 2010] time interval. Same scale and orientations of the spherical frame as
in Fig. 1.
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D Investigation of other GRACE solutions815

D.1 Signal in individual solutions816

Figure S5: Comparison of the gravity gradient signals before the Maule earthquake from three
di�erent gravity �eld solutions: GRGS, CSR and ITSG-2016. Panels a-c (resp. panels d-f): 800-
km scale φφ (resp. θθ) gravity gradients in the local south-east-up spherical frame, emphasizing
North-South (resp. East-West) oriented signals. The time series at the point (−33◦N ; 291◦E)
marked by a black dot on all maps, are compared in panels c-d for each gravity solution and
each orientation. Maps a-b compare the spatial patterns of pre-seismic gravity gradient anomalies
in the GRGS and the CSR solutions, for the North-South orientation. Maps e-f show the same
comparison for the East-West orientation, between the GRGS and the ITSG-2016 solutions. For
the GRGS solutions, the spatial signals in the maps a,e are obtained in the same way as in Fig. 1a.
For the CSR and ITSG-2016 solutions, the maps represent abnormally large values in February
2010, outside of the [1-99%] (CSR) and the [2.5-97.5%] (ITSG-2016) percentiles of the long-term
distributions of the time series, persistent in time after March 2010 (see Main Text, section 3.3).
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D.2 Singular Value Decomposition of coupled �elds817

D.2.1 Principle818

To identify common spatio-temporal patterns between the three gravity models (GRGS,819

ITSG and CSR) taken two-by-two, we used a singular value decomposition (SVD). This820

method is well-suited to identify the coupled space-time patterns of variability between821

two �elds. It is based on the decomposition of the cross-covariance matrix of the two822

space-time data matrices into a linear combination of orthogonal modes, each expressed823

by the multiplication of a spatial pattern with a time series. In more detail, the principle824

is as follows. We �rst construct the temporal cross-covariance matrix (C) between two825

data �elds e.g. GRGS (G) and ITSG (I). Each data �eld is represented by a rectangular826

n× p matrix, where n is the number of epochs and p the number of locations (grid points827

in the case of a regular grid), such that Gij = gGRGS(ti, rj) for the GRGS03 solution,828

Iij = gITSG(ti, rj) for the ITSG solution. Here, ti denotes the i-th epoch, rj the j-th829

position on the spatial grid, gGRGS (resp. gITSG) denotes the GRGS (resp. ITSG) gravity830

gradients. We have:831

C = cov(G, I) = GtI (1)

Then, we compute the SVD of the cross-covariance matrix C by solving the following equa-832

tion, which can be seen as a generalization to rectangular matrices of the diagonalization833

of the square symmetric matrix:834

C = ULVt. (2)

We obtain two sets of spatially orthogonal singular vectors (the columns of U and V835

for matrices G and I respectively). The diagonal matrix L contains the singular values836

associated with each pair of singular vectors. Each common mode is represented by the837

product between a temporal mode a(t) and its associated spatial mode b(r). The i-th838

temporal mode is given by the i-th column of the matrix A = GU (resp. B = IV) for the839

GRGS data �eld (resp. the ITSG data �eld). The associated spatial patterns are given by840

the i-th columns of U and V respectively. Finally, the importance of each common mode841
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is re�ected by the fraction of the squared covariance explained by this mode (SCFk). For842

the kth common mode, it is given by: SCFk = L(k,k)
trace(L)

.843

D.2.2 Results844

In the North-South direction, the �rst common modes between GRGS and CSR, and be-845

tween GRGS and ITSG-2016, represent more than 75 % of the squared covariance between846

each pair of solutions, in both cases (Fig. S6c,k). Thus, they point to a highly coupled847

behaviour of each pair of solutions. The associated spatial pattern covers the locations848

of the co-seismic and pre-seismic signals (Fig. S6a,b,i,j); the temporal pattern shows a849

progressive increase in the gravity gradients over three months up to March 2010, in each850

gravity gradient solution (Fig. S6d,l). In the East-West direction, the �rst common modes851

explain a smaller amount of variance, at the level of 50 % of covariance (Fig. S6g,o) -852

which is still relatively high. This is due to a larger contribution of the hydrological signals853

in the La Plata basin in this direction, in the 2nd mode. The spatial and temporal patterns854

of this mode are consistent with those obtained in the North-South direction: the spatial855

pattern is localized in the epicentral region (Fig. S6e,f,m,n), and the temporal evolution856

shows a progressive step-like variation initiated months before the rupture, stabilized in857

March 2010 (Fig. S6h,p).858

859
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Figure S6: Common modes of variability in the region of Maule between the 800-km scale
GRGS gravity gradients and the 800-km scale CSR (top and lower middle lines) or ITSG-2016
(upper middle and bottom lines) gravity gradients respectively, in the North-South direction (φφ
gradients in the local spherical frame, top two lines) and in the East-West direction (θθ gradients
in the local spherical frame, bottom two lines). Columns 1 and 2: non-dimensionalized spatial
pattern of the �rst common mode for each gravity gradient solution ; column 3: percentage of
covariance explained ; column 4: dimensionalized time series of the �rst common mode for each
gravity gradient solution. Blue dot in the time series: January 2010 ; green dot: February 2010 ;
pink dot: March 2010.
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E Hydrological models and in-situ data860

To separate solid Earth and hydrological signals, we designed both a model-driven and a861

data-driven approach to de�ne the impact of water redistribution on gravity. We consid-862

ered four complementary hydrological models: 1. The global GLDAS NOAH 2.1 model863

(including soil moisture, snow and water stored in the canopy) at 0.25◦ resolution [39], 2.864

the global WGHM model (including soil moisture, snow, groundwater and surface water)865

at 0.5◦ resolution [34], 3. the global ERA5-Land model at 9-km resolution (including soil866

moisture and snow) [10] and 4. the regional MGB model for South America (including867

canopy, soil moisture, ground water and surface water) at 10-km resolution [44]. We re-868

constructed each month the geoid and the gravity gradients predicted by these di�erent869

models, considering the direct newtonian attraction of the water loads and applying a thin870

layer approximation. Here, the model ensemble is used to better quantify errors arising871

from forcing data, model structure, and model spatial resolution. Then, we use the grav-872

ity gradient signals predicted from these models for comparisons with the observed ones,873

in order to discuss the origin of the GRACE anomalies. Comparing these four di�erent874

models also allow us to identify robust features and model-dependent errors arising from875

forcing data, model structure, and model spatial resolution.876

877

In speci�c regions, we complete the model analysis with water storage changes inferred878

from in-situ observations. We considered observations of river discharge (Q), precipitation879

(P) and actual evapotranspiration (E). The precipitation is based on the Global Precipi-880

tation Climatology Center (GPCC) �Full Data Monthly Version 2020� dataset [43]. The881

GPCC provides gridded gauge-analysis products derived from quality controlled station882

data, at 0.25◦ resolution [40]. The actual evapotranspiration is provided by the Max883

Planck Institute [21]. It is estimated from a data-driven approach, based on a global mon-884

itoring network, meteorological and remote-sensing observations, and a machine-learning885

algorithm. Finally, we used river discharge data and basin outlines provided by the Global886

Runo� Data Centre (GRDC). The hydrological analysis is performed over 2005-2012 when887
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discharge data is available, in order to remove properly an annual and semi-annual signals.888

Furthermore, in order to remove the potential impact of systematic bias in the �uxes data889

(e.g. [26]), a linear trend is �tted on water storage changes over the 2005-2012 period.890

891
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F Hydrological context map892

Figure S7: Map of the hydrological drainage basins in South America. The rivers names are
written in blue, cities and regions in black.
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G Non-seasonal variability of the hydrological models893

G.1 6 months period before the earthquake894

Figure S8: Spatial patterns of the non-seasonal signals in the gravity gradients from the ERA5-
Land, GLDAS, MGB and WGHM hydrology models, as expressed by the rms of the 2009/09 �
2010/02 time series of gravity gradients at the scale 500-km (top line: φφ gradients in the local
spherical frame, emphasizing North-South oriented signals; bottom line: θθ gradients, emphasizing
East-West oriented signals). The annual, semi-annual and long-term trend components have been
removed. Black lines, top panels: 0.15 mEötvös contour of the GRACE GRGS anomalous signal
before the Maule earthquake shown in Main Fig. 3d. Black lines, bottom panels: 0.1 mEötvös
contour of the GRACE GRGS East-West oriented anomalous signal in February 2010. Due
to a high level of East-West elongated artefacts in the θθ gradients at the 500-km scale, it is
approximated by the contour of the θθ gradients after a 30◦ clockwise rotation of the spherical
frame.
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G.2 2003-2009 period895

Over the 2003-2009 period, in the 500-km scale gravity gradients, the modelled hydrologi-896

cal signals remain very low (Fig. S9). In large basins as the Amazon and La Plata, this can897

be due to a di�erent characteristic scale of the signals (larger than 500-km). See Section898

H.3 for a discussion of the ERA5 signal near the epicenter in the φφ gradients.899

900

Figure S9: Same as Fig. S8, for the period 2003/01 � 2009/12.
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G.3 The seasonal cycle in ERA5-Land901

Figure S10: Time series and RMS maps over the 2003/01 � 2009/12 period, for the 500-km scale
gravity gradients in the local spherical frame, computed from the ERA5-Land hydrological model.
Panel a (resp. b): time series before (resp. after) correction for the annual and semi-annual cycles
over the 2003/01 � 2008/12 period for the θθ (top) and φφ (bottom) gravity gradients. Panel c,d:
RMS maps after correction for the annual and semi-annual cycles, for the θθ (panel c) and φφ
(panel d) gravity gradients.

When comparing the hydrological models, we noticed di�erences between ERA5 and902

the other models. The ERA5 water storage amplitude appeared about twice larger than903

that of all the other models, hence the scaling by a factor of 0.5 applied for comparisons.904

In the Andean Cordillera close to the Maule region, contrary to the other hydrological905

models, the amplitude of its annual cycle varies irregularly by a factor up to 2.5 in the906

North-South gravity gradients, making the seasonal correction di�cult (see Figure S10).907

This is why the RMS map of ERA5 in Fig. S8e comprises a small signal near Maule in908

the North-South direction (also present in the 2003-2009 period, see Appendix Fig. S9).909

Nevertheless, this contribution cannot explain the GRACE anomaly before the earthquake910

due to di�erent spatial and temporal patterns. The geometry of this ERA5 signal indeed911

follows the topographic reliefs of the Andes, leading to an absence of signal in the East-912

West direction and at the larger 800-km scale in the North-South direction. In addition,913

its time evolution is roughly periodic.914
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H Observed vs predicted anomalous February 2010 sig-915

nals over South America916

Figure S11: Anomalous signals in February 2010 in di�erent GRACE solutions, without any hy-
pothesis on a step-like evolution of the time series, compared with the predictions of hydrological
models. Bottom panels e-g: maps of anomalous 800-km scale, φφ gravity gradients in the local
south-east-up spherical frame, emphasizing North-South oriented signals, for each GRACE solu-
tions in February 2010 (GRGS: panel e, CSR: panel f and ITSG-2016: panel g). The anomalous
February 2010 signals shown in these maps are those outside the [1-99%] percentile range of the
long-term residual time series g(t) (see Section 2.4) for the CSR solution, outside the [2.5-97.5%]
percentile range for the ITSG-2016 solution, and outside the [2.5 10−5 - 99.999975%] percentile
range for the GRGS solution. Top panels a-d: time series of the GRACE gravity gradients (black)
and the predicted gravity gradients from three hydrological models (colors) for the same scale and
orientation as in the maps e-g. The time series are given at the locations of the signals common
to the three GRACE solutions in February 2010: a) Orenoco river (8◦N, 297◦E), b) Pilcomayo
river (22◦S, 298◦E), c) La Plata (32◦S, 301◦E) and d) Mendoza (33.5◦S, 290◦E). These locations
are marked by black dots on the maps.
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I Observed vs modelled co-seismic signal917

Layer Depth VP VS ρ

(km) (m.s−1) (m.s−1) (kg.m3)

1 0 − 70 6700 3870 2900

2 70− 8000 4620 3400

Table 1: Earth model parameters for the modelling of the gravity gradient signals associ-
ated with the co-seismic rupture and the pre-seismic normal faulting.

Figure S12: Comparison between the modeled and the GRACE-observed co-seismic gravity
gradient signal (scale 800-km, φφ gravity gradients in the local south-east-up spherical frame).
Panel a: gravity gradient signal predicted from the co-seismic slip model by [27] (based on the
spherical harmonics expansion of the corresponding geoid signal up to degree/order 60). Panel b:
co-seismic step estimated in the GRACE GRGS gravity gradients in March 2010 (same as Main
Fig. 1d)
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